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Om! 

At the moment when the voice fell, the God King Haotian no longer hesitated, and 
immediately burst into divine power. In an instant, the surrounding air was stagnant. 
Immediately, the figure of the God King Haotian erupted, and a palm hit Yue Feng. 

At this time, Yue Feng has been trapped by the formation, which is a good opportunity 
to take action. 

Mad… This Haotian is really despicable. 

Seeing the eruption of the Haotian God King, Yue Feng couldn’t help but scolded 
secretly, because he was trapped by the Tianmen Galaxy, there was no way to avoid it, 
so he could only grit his teeth and deploy a protective film in front of him. 

Yue Feng knew very well how terrifying the God King Haotian was, so he didn’t dare to 
be careless and directly urged all the divine power to resist. 

Bang! 

As soon as the protective film was formed, the palm of Haotian God King slapped it 
hard, and a roar was heard, and the protective film shattered instantly. Yue Feng also 
groaned and was directly knocked back by the volley. 

After stabilizing his figure, Yue Feng’s face flushed red, and his body was even more 
turbulent, but fortunately, there was a red lotus in the law, and he finally resisted. 

Seeing Yue Feng’s appearance, the corner of Haotian God King’s mouth evoked a 
smile. 

In the next second, the God King Haotian said to Zhan Wuji and those god generals: 
“Okay, you all step back.” 

He clearly felt that Yue Feng was at the end of the shot at this time, and the divine 
power in his body was severely depleted. You need Zhan Wuji and others to form a 
formation, which will make people talk about it. 

Only by killing Yue Feng one-on-one can he show the bearing of his own generation of 
god kings. 

“Yes, Your Highness!” 

After hearing the order, Zhan Wuji and several god generals responded in unison, and 
then quickly evacuated. 
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“Yue Feng!” 

At this moment, the God King Haotian was full of pride, looked at Yue Feng and said, 
“Are there any last words?” When he spoke, the God King Haotian looked indifferent, 
and there was a sense of revenge in his heart. 

Before on Shenlong Island, only Yue Feng was lucky to get help from Yutong 
Xianweng, but at this time, in this Yutian Palace, Yue Feng has become the target of 
public criticism, and no one will help him. 

call! 

Feeling the pride of the God King Haotian, Yue Feng took a deep breath and said 
coldly, “What are you talking about now? Everything is in your plan, even if you take 
action. 

” Yu Feng turned around: “I’m afraid, you don’t have the ability to kill me today.” 

“Okay, very good!” 

Hearing this, Haotian God King’s face suddenly changed, and he said coldly: “Yue 
Feng, I was thinking of giving it to you. One chance, cooperate with me to control the 
realm of the gods, after all, you are an extraordinary genius, it is a pity that you place 
too much importance on love and righteousness, Ao Lin is no longer there, what’s the 
point of you insisting on avenging him?” 

“Hehe!” 

At this moment, Yue Feng He couldn’t help but chuckle: “Haotian, you planned to kill 
Your Majesty, and slandered me, such a despicable act is so understated in your 
mouth, like this despicable villain who does nothing to achieve his goals, what is there? 
Qualified to be in charge of God’s Domain?” 

Because the two sides were high in the sky, their conversation, Empress Hua Zhao 
below, and the priests couldn’t hear them. In their opinion, Yue Feng and Haotian God 
King are just confronting each other. 

call! 

Facing Yue Feng’s mockery, the God King Haotian took a deep breath, and was too 
lazy to talk nonsense at this time: “Since it’s useless to talk too much, let’s see the real 
chapter under our hands.” 

Om! 



The voice fell, and the power of the primordial spirit of the Haotian God King suddenly 
exploded. At that time, when he swiped with force, he saw a golden moon halberd burst 
out, tearing the heaven and earth, and heading straight for Yue Feng. 

Yue Feng’s expression was dignified. He didn’t have time to think about it at the time. 
He urged the red lotus of the law industry to form a flame and attacked it. 

Boom… 

In the blink of an eye, the flame and the golden light collided, and a whole terrifying roar 
erupted. The golden light and the flame shattered together, turning into a rain of fire, 
and finally dissipated in the air. 

Under the impact of the terrifying breath, Yue Feng let out a muffled groan, and the 
whole person was shocked and flew out, and finally fell heavily on the top of the Yutian 
Palace hall, his face was pale and his breath was weak. 

When he tried to break through the Tianmen Star River Array just now, Yue Feng had 
already consumed a lot of strength. At this time, facing the God King Haotian with all his 
strength, he couldn’t stop it. 

Whoa! 

Seeing this scene, Zhan Wuji and all the priests watching below cheered and excited. 

“His Royal Highness God King 

is mighty!” “Kill Yue Feng and avenge His Majesty!” 

“Yes, kill him.” 

The shouts of the priests kept coming, Yue Feng couldn’t help but smile inwardly, these 
idiots were killed by the God King Haotian When the chess piece is used, I don’t even 
know it. 
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“Yue Feng, everything is over!” 

At this moment, the God King Haotian said coldly, his divine power erupted again, and 
he swooped down. Cleave to Yue Feng. 

Mad! 

Yue Feng’s pupils shrank sharply, seeing that Haotian Divine King getting closer and 
closer, the whole person was a little desperate, and some were very unwilling. 



Did it die like that? 

So unwilling…. 

Desperate, Yue Feng felt pain in his heart, and subconsciously took out the Primordial 
Jade Card, imagining the tragic death of Ao Lin in his mind, and it was even more 
difficult to say in his heart. 

hum! 

At this time, the God King Haotian had already arrived in front of Yue Feng, and the 
Moon God Halberd was about to be cut off… 

Yue Feng instinctively closed his eyes, already accepting his fate, but at this moment, 
the whole person suddenly realized something, and his whole body trembled. , eyes 
suddenly opened. 

“Haotian, if you want my life, you are not qualified!” A 

crazy voice came from Yue Feng’s mouth! 

hum! 

The moment the words fell, Yue Feng’s expression was hideous, and the only divine 
power left in his body completely burst out. 

The divine power burst out, Yue Feng couldn’t hide his weakness, and he was no doubt 
like an ordinary person. 
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“What?” 

“What is Yue Feng going to do…” 

Seeing this situation, Empress Hua Zhao and all the priests below were shocked. 
Looking at Yue Feng’s eyes, it was extremely complicated, but no one was worried. Yue 
Feng is extremely indifferent. 

This Yue Feng, even if all the divine power burst out, will not change the situation, and 
there is no doubt that he is struggling to the death. 

Is he crazy? 

However, the God King Haotian, who was opposite Yue Feng, frowned and was 
surprised. 



Because he clearly felt that after Yue Feng’s divine power completely exploded, there 
was a faint force condensing rapidly between heaven and earth. And this power is much 
stronger than what Yue Feng had used before. 

At this time, Yue Feng was floating in the air, his eyes locked on the God King Haotian, 
and a cold voice came from his mouth, resounding through the world. 

“Fire lotus burns the world!” 

When the last word fell, the world suddenly turned red, and then, the surrounding air 
suddenly burned, and the entire Yutian Palace was completely surrounded by a world of 
flames. 

Huhuhu…. 

Before anyone could react, the flames in the sky formed strange fire lotuses. 

At the foot of Yue Feng, a huge fire lotus was also formed. Not only that, but also a fire 
red armor formed around his body. If you look closely, the pattern of the armor is also in 
the shape of a fire lotus. 

Yes, this is exactly the skill that Yue Feng has just learned through Faye Red Lotus. 

This… 

Seeing the scene in front of him, Haotian God King’s face changed and he was 
shocked. 

What skill is this? 

“Haotian!” 

That is, Yue Feng roared, his figure turned into a fire shadow, and went straight to 
Haotian God King. 

Naruto passed, and the world was distorted. 

Oops! 

Feeling the terrifying power of Yue Feng, the God King Haotian was taken aback. He 
had no time to dodge, so he could only hurriedly raise the Moon God Halberd to resist! 

“Boom!” The 

figures of the two sides collided, and a violent roar sounded, and the entire Yutian 
Palace was instantly illuminated by a fire. 



“Hurry up, quickly deploy your defense!” 

Under the terrifying power and the scorching flames, the priests below, as well as Zhan 
Wuji and those god soldiers and generals, were all shocked. 

Zhan Wuji was the first to react and shouted: “Hurry up, quickly deploy your defense…to 
protect the maiden!” The 

voice fell, and Zhan Wuji was the first to rush to the mother of Hua Zhao, exerting his 
divine power, and condensed a protective film out. Then, other gods rushed over. 

At this time, Empress Hua Zhao was also panicked, but she was even more worried 
about the safety of the God King Haotian. She was guarded by the gods and stared at 
the sky. 

“Wow!” 

In the firelight, I saw God King Haotian let out a miserable howl, and he was directly 
shaken and flew out. His purple-gold armor was burned directly, and his long hair was 
flying like a madman. 

After flying a few hundred meters away, the Haotian God King stabilized his figure, but 
his expression was weak, and he was obviously severely injured. 

At this time, Yue Feng was not much better. After draining his divine power and using 
the fire lotus to burn the world, his whole body was extremely sluggish. Although he was 
still suspended in the air, he was shaky. 
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This… 

Seeing this scene, Zhan Wuji below, as well as Empress Hua Zhao and all the priests, 
were all stunned, and they couldn’t get over it for a long time. 

What kind of monster is this Yue Feng? 

Under such circumstances, it is unbelievable that Haotian God King can still be severely 
damaged. If you hadn’t seen it with your own eyes, who would dare to believe it? 

“Haotian!” 

In shock, Empress Hua Zhao let out a coquettish cry and was about to rush up. 

However, at this moment, Zhan Wuji rushed over and stood in front of Empress Hua 
Zhao with a worried expression: “ 



Niang Niang, the situation is extremely dangerous, you must not be impulsive.” .” 

Phew! 

Hearing this, Empress Hua Zhao bit her lip tightly, exhaled secretly, and finally resisted 
her impulse, but her eyes were still fixed on the God King Haotian, her heart clenched. 

High in the sky at this time. 

Haotian God King stabilized his figure, his expression was extremely weak, his eyes 
were blood red, and he looked at Yue Feng closely: “Amazing, it seems that this king 
underestimated you before.” 

After speaking, Haotian God King shouted at Zhan Wuji: “Kill him!” The 

last word almost roared out. 

Speaking of which, the God King Haotian held his own identity and planned to deal with 
Yue Feng himself, but he never expected that Yue Feng would be able to burst out such 
terrifying skills under heavy damage. 
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Just received the impact of the fire lotus burning skill, the Haotian God King was 
seriously injured, and at this time he had rudely killed Yue Feng. 

“Yes, Your Highness!” 

Hearing the order, Zhan Wuji shouted, and the figure rose into the sky, heading straight 
for Yue Feng. 

Ha ha…. 

Looking at Zhan Wuji who is getting closer, Yue Feng has no fear, and shows a smile. 

I tried my best, I really tried my best… 

Boom! 

Seeing that Zhan Wuji was about to rush to the front, suddenly, the entire Yutian Palace 
vibrated violently, and there were bursts of roars between the heavens and the earth, 
and then, a huge black vortex appeared in the sky covered with dark clouds. 

What? 



Seeing the vortex, Zhan Wuji’s heart was shocked, and he quickly stopped, his 
expression changed. 

At the same time, Empress Hua Zhao and the priests below all had serious 
expressions, and there was an inexplicable panic in their eyes. 

“What’s going on?” 

“Is Yutian Palace about to collapse?” The 

exclamations kept coming, and Yue Feng was also stunned. 

This…. this scene, seems familiar. 

Yes, it is a chaotic vortex, this is a chaotic vortex. 

The next second, Yue Feng reacted, and he was also anxious. At that time, he wanted 
to stay away from the chaotic vortex, but his body was too weak to exert any strength. 

Back then, Hades tried to disrupt the continent of Kyushu. At the peak of Kunlun, he 
tried to devour the power of Jiutian Xuannv. At a critical moment, Yue Feng destroyed 
his plan. At that time, the power of the fierce battle between the two sides caused the 
explosion of the soul-melting formation, which finally caused the complete collapse of 
the spiritual energy of heaven and earth. chaos, forming a chaotic vortex. 

After Yue Feng was involved in the chaotic vortex, he entered another different world. At 
that time, he went through extremely hardships before returning to the continent of 
Kyushu. 

That experience is still fresh in Yue Feng’s memory and will never be forgotten for a 
lifetime. 

Therefore, when I saw the huge vortex in front of me at this time, I immediately thought 
of the scene of that year. 

“Chaos Vortex?” 

At this time, the God King Haotian reacted, unable to hide his panic, and shouted at 
Zhan Wuji: “Take this king away!” The God King Haotian is no stranger to Chaos 
Vortex. If it is normal, it is not at all. would be so nervous. 

It’s just that the Haotian God King received a heavy blow from the fire lotus burning the 
world just now. At this time, he was extremely weak. If he was involved in the chaotic 
vortex, he would be more fortunate than good. 

Hearing this, Zhan Wuji hurriedly responded and rushed over quickly. 



hum! 

It was at this time that the chaotic vortex was getting bigger and bigger, and the 
terrifying suction force was the first to cover Yue Feng. 

In an instant, Yue Feng only felt that he was like a boat in the turbulent sea, completely 
out of control, pulled by the powerful suction, towards the center of the chaotic vortex. 

At this time, Zhan Wuji rushed to the front, quickly carried the Haotian God King on his 
back, and prepared to take him to a safe area. 

Mad! 

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng cursed secretly. 

Even if you die, you will be pulled on your back. 

Thinking to himself, Yue Feng gritted his teeth secretly, and condensed a mass of 
flames and threw it at him. 
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Pfft! 

The flames flashed out, and Zhan Wuji’s legs were bent in the middle. 

Speaking of which, Yue Feng’s divine power was exhausted, and the flames condensed 
with all his strength at this time had no power at all, but even so, Zhan Wuji’s body 
trembled. 

It was such a moment that Zhan Wuji missed the best opportunity to escape. 

Huhuhu…. 

The chaotic vortex slowly approached, and the burst of suction instantly swallowed 
Zhan Wuji and the God King Haotian, and finally disappeared into the vortex together 
with Yue Feng. 

“Haotian…” 

Seeing this scene, Empress Hua Zhao let out a coquettish cry, her delicate face full of 
despair. 

Aotian is no longer here. If she lost the God King Haotian, she could hardly imagine 
what she would do in the future. 



This… 

At the same time, the priests and the surrounding gods and soldiers were also shocked. 
“Oops, His Highness 

the King of God was caught in the vortex.” 

“The vortex of chaos is really scary! 

“ 

Will come quickly, and leave with Empress Hua Zhao. 
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… 

on the other side, Kyushu Zhongzhou. 

In the garden in the villa, Nalan sat there happily, staring at the sky in a trance. 

It has been two days since Zhu Bajie went to the wild and strange realm to search for 
beast souls, and he has never returned any news. 

In the past two days, Gonggong has been taken care of by Shennong, Shennong could 
not leave temporarily, and Nalan Xinran had to stay here temporarily. Just now, when 
Shennong went to see the situation of Gonggong, Nalan was very bored and sat in the 
yard thinking about it. 

After a while, Shennong walked out of the room and took a walk in the courtyard. 

“Senior!” 

Seeing Shennong coming out, Nalan quickly stood up and asked, “How is the 
Gonggong situation?” 

Shennong smiled bitterly and said, “With me here, she and the child will be fine for the 
time being, but only temporarily. Yes, we can only completely eradicate the disease by 
waiting for Zhu Bajie to bring back the beast soul.” 

Hearing this, Nalan nodded happily and hesitated: “But it’s been two days, and Zhu 
Bajie has not sent back any news. I don’t know if I have obtained the beast soul.” 

Nalan Xinran was very anxious at this time. 

I still have to find Wushuang, so I can’t keep delaying here. 



Thinking to himself, Nalan said happily, “Senior, it’s not convenient for me to stay here. 
Otherwise, I’ll find Wushuang by myself, and the senior will continue to stay here to take 
care of Gonggong.” 

“Can you do it alone?” Shen Nong was a little worried. 

Since the collapse of the Nalan family, Nalan Xinran’s mental state has been very bad. 
In such a state, she can’t help but worry about finding Nalan Wushuang alone. 

call! 

Feeling Shennong’s concern, Nalan smiled happily: “I’m not a child anymore, what can’t 
I do alone?” 

Seeing that she insisted on her own opinion, Shennong didn’t want to force it, and 
nodded: “Well, you alone Be more careful.” 

Nalan nodded happily, and then said goodbye to Shennong. 

After leaving the villa, Nalan happily rushed in the direction of the Rakshasa clan, 
because Nalan Wushuang had almost no friends in the whole river and lake, and the 
only friend was the Tie Bowen of the Rakshasa clan. 

Therefore, if you go to the Rakshasa to look for it, there may be clues. 

After two hours of rushing, Nalan finally arrived at the boundary of the Earth Circle 
Continent. 

call! 

At this moment, Nalan stood on a hillside happily, looking at the mountains in front of 
him, he couldn’t help sighing with relief. 

Passing through this mountain range is the Zhongyuan Continent, and after passing 
through the Zhongyuan Continent, you can reach the Rakshasa clan. Wushuang, no 
matter where you are, my aunt will find you. 

After all, we are the only two left in the entire Nalan family. 

Hula… 

Nalan happily said in his heart, and was about to continue on the road. Suddenly, he 
heard footsteps coming from the woods behind him. 

Nalan looked back subconsciously with pleasure and was stunned for a moment. 



I saw a group of people rushing out from the woods behind, dressed in uniform light 
blue gowns and holding long swords in their hands, all of them with extraordinary 
temperament. 

It is the elite disciple of Wudang sect. 

The one at the head, dressed in a gray and white gown with a pattern of Yin-Yang fish 
embroidered on the neckline, was the law enforcement elder of the Wudang faction, 
Daoren Liang. 
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Seeing this group of people, Nalan trembled with joy, and instinctively became vigilant. 
At the same time, resentment flashed in his eyes. 

At that time, Prince Aotian, in the identity of Ye Yun, led the Wudang faction to make a 
riot in the Nalan family, and spread public opinion, saying that the Nalan family colluded 
with the demons, causing various sects to besiege the Nalan family… 

It can be said that if not Prince Aotian, the Nalan family will not be destroyed. 

Swish! 

At the same time, Daoist Liang and dozens of elite Wudang disciples also locked their 
eyes on Nalan Xinran, and they were all shocked and angry. 

The Wudang faction and the Nalan family have had a long-standing feud, and when 
they meet at this time, they will naturally not have a good face. 

Especially Liang Daoren, who took a step forward at this moment, looked at Nalan 
Xinran with a half-smiling smile: “Nalan Xinran? It’s really a narrow road for the enemy.” 

“I ask you, have we been arrested by you?” 

asked When he said the last sentence, Daoren Liang’s eyes were full of anxiety and 
anger. 

A few days ago, the God King Haotian pretended to plan with Aotian to deal with Ao Lin, 
but in the end, Aotian fell into the trap of the God King Haotian when he went to Qintian 
Prison. 

Of course, the Wudang faction did not know about these circumstances. All I know is 
that the head went to Qin Tianjian and didn’t come back for a few days. 



Later, disciples of the Wudang faction went to Qintianjian to inquire about the situation. 
They found that there was no one in Qintianjian. When the Wudang faction heard the 
news, they did not suspect Qintianjian. 

And the person who deals with the head must be a member of the Nalan family. 

Therefore, seeing Nalan Xinran at this time, Liang Daoren questioned without 
hesitation. 

“What’s the meaning?” 
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At this time, facing Daoren Liang’s questioning, Nalan happily frowned and said coldly, 
“I don’t understand what you’re talking about.” 

Haha… 

Daoren Liang sneered: “Don’t pretend to me, we’ll take care of you. It wasn’t the 
remnants of your Nalan family who had been missing for a few days, so who else could 
it be?” 

“After your Nalan family colluded with the remnants of the demon clan, and it was 
publicly announced by our sect master, you held a grudge and secretly planned to deal 
with our sect master. Right?” 

When speaking, Daoist Liang couldn’t hide his hostility. 

call! 

Hearing these words, Nalan Xinran suddenly understood something, and was 
indescribably happy. 

It turned out that Ye Yun was missing, they thought it was me. Thinking to himself, 
Nalan happily said coldly: “Your head is despicable 

and shameless, and sooner or later you will be punished. Don’t say I didn’t catch him, 
even if I do, I won’t save his life.” 

, every sentence punishing the heart. 

Swish! 

Hearing this, Daoren Liang was furious: “Bold demon girl, you are courting death!” The 
voice fell, and he directly pulled out his long sword and stabbed towards Nalan with 
pleasure. 



At the same time, the Wudang elites behind them also rushed up. 

“Come on together!” 

“Grab this demon girl and interrogate it well.” 

“Dare to be disrespectful to our head and seek death!” 

Seeing Daoist Liang and dozens of Wudang elites rushing up, Nalan Xin was not panic 
at all, but smiled faintly “Catch me? You Wudang killed so many people in my family, 
don’t even want to leave alive today.” As the 

voice fell, Nalan happily drew out his long sword, his figure rose up, and he fought with 
Daoren Liang. 

“Dangdangdang!” Daoist 

Liang is not weak, plus dozens of elite disciples, the explosive power is even more 
amazing, but dealing with Nalan Xinran, it will be difficult to suppress him for a while. 

“Ah!” During the 

fierce battle, Wudang disciples continued to be injured. 

Nalan was eager to find Nalan Wushuang, but at this time, when he encountered an 
enemy, the anger in his heart could not be suppressed. 

Mad! 

Seeing this situation, Liang Daoren was furious. 

This Nalan Xinran is just a woman, but how difficult it is to deal with. If it goes on like 
this, I’m afraid that if I don’t catch her, I will suffer more casualties on my side. 

There must be a way to do it. 

“Nalan Xinran!” 

After thinking, Liang Daoren quickly came up with an idea, and shouted at Nalan Xinran: 
“Your niece has been captured by us, I advise you not to resist.” 

In fact, the Wudang faction did not Without catching Nalan Wushuang, Daoren Liang 
said this just to disrupt Nalan Xinran’s position. 

What? 



Hearing this, Nalan’s body trembled with joy, and suddenly became a little distraught, 
and looked at Liang Daoren coldly: “What did you say? You arrested Wushuang?” 
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I 

went to the Rakshasa by myself, just to find Nalan Wushuang. At this time, I learned 
that Wushuang was arrested, and naturally I couldn’t calm down. 

No wonder there has been no news of Wushuang, it turned out to be arrested by the 
Wudang faction. 

At this time, Nalan Xinran didn’t know that he was deceived. Nalan Wushuang was not 
arrested at all, but went to Shenlong Island with Tie Bowen. 

“Hey!” 

Seeing that she believed it, Daoren Liang sneered and continued: “That girl is the last 
bloodline of your Nalan family, right? Nalan is pleased, if you know the face, you can 
immediately capture it and tell us the whereabouts of the head, maybe We can still 
leave this bloodline for your Nalan family.” 

“Otherwise, don’t blame our Wudang for being unfriendly.” 

At this time, Daoren Liang had a cold face, but he was secretly anxious. 

In his subconscious, he believed that the disappearance of the Sect Master was related 
to Nalan Xinran, but he didn’t realize that it was just wishful thinking. 

call! 

Hearing this, Nalan bit her lip with joy, unable to express her anxiety and anger. 

Wushuang is in their hands, and this is troublesome. 

However, they believed that Ye Yun was caught by me, so they could just use this to 
deal with it. 

Thinking to himself, Nalan clenched his sword tightly, and while responding to the siege 
of the elite Wudang disciples, he said coldly to Daoren Liang: “If you want to see your 
head, you can call Wushuang first.” 

Since the other party believes that I have caught Ye Cloud, it is better to count. 
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Swish! 

Daoren Liang’s face instantly turned gloomy: “So, the disappearance of our head is 
really related to you?” I wasn’t sure just now, but seeing Nalan happily say this, he 
immediately decided. 

Nalan Xinran’s delicate face was full of indifference, and he was too lazy to talk 
nonsense at the time: “Don’t be long-winded, you let 

Wushuang go, and I’ll tell you where Ye Yun is.” Nalan Xinran’s mind was quick, and at 
this time, he was very clear, what was in front of him. The situation is not only stronger 
than strength, but also stronger than whose determination. 

After all, he didn’t catch Ye Yun at all, let alone know his whereabouts. 

Daoren Liang also had the same thoughts. He didn’t know where Nalan Wushuang was 
at all, so he just wanted to disturb Nalan Xinran’s state of mind. But he never thought 
that Nalan Xinran was not stupid, and took advantage of the missing head to threaten 
him in turn. 

Bang bang bang… 

During the conversation, the two sides fought fiercely for several more rounds. At that 
time, several other elite Wudang disciples were injured by Nalan Xinran’s sword, 
sprayed with blood, looked weak, and lost their combat effectiveness. 

Mad! 

Facing this situation, Liang Daoren was very annoyed. 

But he is a Wudang elder in the end. He has more experience in the arena than Nalan 
Xinran, so he quickly took it into his mind and shouted at Nalan Xinran: “Nalan Xinran, it 
will not benefit you at all if you continue to hold on like this. Do you know that? You 
know, when the unparalleled girl was caught by us, she was poisoned by snake 
venom!” 

“We in Wudang temporarily stabilized her condition out of morality, but her condition 
won’t last for a few days. If you don’t want her to die If you don’t, just hand over our 
head.” 

When he said this, Liang Daoren’s eyes flickered with insidiousness. 

What? 

Hearing these words, Nalan’s heart trembled with joy, and he couldn’t help but worry. 



Wushuang was poisoned by snakes? 

She is still weak, so I don’t know if she can hold up. 

Wait… Wushuang has that Rakshasa Tie Bowen guarding him, how could he be caught 
by Wudang? Moreover, it was also poisoned by snake venom. Could this be made up 
by the other party? 

Nalan Xinran was quick-witted and quickly realized that something was wrong. 

“Don’t you believe it?” 

Seeing her face changing, Daoren Liang continued: “Not only did that unparalleled girl 
get snake venom, but the Rakshasa kid who was with her also got snake venom, but 
that kid’s luck was relatively unfortunate. After holding on for a few hours, he died from 
the poison.” 

Daoist Liang was extremely shrewd, and seeing Nalan’s suspicions at this time, he 
deliberately moved out Tie Bowen to increase the authenticity of the matter. 

This… 

Sure enough, listening to him say that, Nalan’s face changed with pleasure, and he no 
longer doubted in his heart, but was worried and nervous. 

Pfft… 

Just when Nalan Xinran panicked, an elite Wudang disciple rushed from behind and 
stabbed Nalan Xinran’s shoulder with a sword, blood dripping immediately. 
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The 

severe pain came, Nalan Xinran trembled, and staggered back a few steps. 

Whoa! 

Taking advantage of the opportunity, the surrounding Wudang disciples swarmed, and 
the long swords were intertwined into a sword net, shrouded in joy towards Nalan. 

Nalan hit a sword with pleasure, and the speed was obviously full. At this time, facing 
the siege of the crowd, he was suddenly overwhelmed. In less than half a minute, he 
was hit by two more swords. 

Haha…. 



Seeing this situation, Daoren Liang was very proud and smiled evilly: “Nalan Xinran, 
give up resistance, hurry up and capture it, and tell us where the head is.” 

“To tell you the truth, we didn’t catch it at all. Live in Nalan Wushuang!” As he 

said, Daoren Liang drew a lot of cold light with his long sword and went straight to Nalan 
Xinyi. 

I used to be afraid of Nalan Xinran’s strength, but now that the other party is injured, 
there is nothing to worry about… 

“You…” 

Hearing this, Nalan Xinran suddenly woke up, and was furious at the time: “You guys 
are really despicable. Shameless…” 

These people from the Wudang faction are really despicable, they even made up lies to 
disturb their own state of mind. 

While frightened and angry, Nalan Xinran was also secretly relieved. Although he was 
caught in the scheme, it was good that Wushuang was not caught. 

Bang! 
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At this moment, Daoren Liang found an opportunity and slapped Nalan Xin on the back 
with a palm. He heard a muffled groan, and Nalan Xin was shaken back a few steps 
again, her delicate face was extremely pale and weak. 

As soon as he succeeded, Daoren Liang was even more proud and shouted: “Nalan 
Xinran, do you still have to hold on?” 

Nalan bit his lip with pleasure, and said coldly, “I am dead, and your head will not 
survive.” The other party didn’t know that he had nothing to do with Ye Yun’s 
disappearance, so he used this to make the other party have scruples. 

However, at this time, Daoist Liang had no worries, and said with a wicked smile: “Of 
course I won’t let you die. When I catch you alive, the old man has dozens of ways to 
make you speak.” 

Om! 

The last word fell, and Daoren Liang broke out again, shot like lightning, and quickly 
attacked Nalan with pleasure. 



At the same time, the surrounding elite disciples of Wudang also shouted. 

“Come on together, grab her.” 

“She’s injured, don’t be afraid…” 

When they shouted, these elite Wudang disciples rushed up as if they had been beaten 
with blood. Nalan just now Xinran has injured so many of them, and at this moment, 
there is an opportunity to fight back, and naturally he will not miss it. 

Faced with this situation, Nalan gladly gritted his teeth secretly, waving his long sword 
to meet him. 

Dang dang dang… 

However, Nalan Xinran was too injured and could barely cope at first, but gradually 
became unbearable. 

Shila… 

In less than half a minute, Nalan Xinran took another blow, donating blood and dyeing 
her long dress, her movements were slow, and her face became even paler. 

For a time, Nalan Wushuang’s figure appeared in Nalan’s mind with pleasure, and a 
trace of despair rose in his heart, 

Wushuang, auntie may not have the chance to see you. 

You are the last hope of the Nalan family, you must live well. 

“Nalan is pleased!” 

At this moment, Daoren Liang shouted, “Obviously, let’s capture it.” As he spoke, his 
right hand flashed out a lightning bolt and grabbed it towards Nalan with pleasure. 

call! 

Daoren Liang was very fast, and Nalan could not dodge with joy. At that time, 
determination flashed in his eyes, and the long sword turned upside down and stabbed 
directly at his heart. 

Nalan Xinran seems to be fragile, but her character is extremely strong. In the current 
situation, she decided to commit suicide on the spot without the slightest retreat. 

Rather than being caught and humiliated, it’s better to just die. 



What? 

Seeing this scene, both Daoren Liang and the elite Wudang disciples present were all 
shocked. They never expected that Nalan Xinran would be so decisive and would 
commit suicide when he was defeated. 

“Auntie!” 

At this critical moment, in the air not far away, an anxious call suddenly came. 

Hearing this call, Nalan shuddered with delight, stopped, and quickly turned her head to 
look. 

Seeing this, Nalan happily showed a gratified smile, and saw that in the sky not far 
away, two figures flew quickly, the man was handsome and tall, and the woman was 
charming and charming. 

It was Nalan Wushuang and Tie Bowen. 

Da da da… 

At the same time, on the mountain road below them, tens of thousands of Rakshasa 
cavalrymen came in a mighty manner. 
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What? 

Seeing this scene, both Daoren Liang and the elite Wudang disciples present changed 
their expressions, and they couldn’t hide their panic. 

This… how did Nalan Wushuang come? 

Moreover, they also brought the cavalry of the Rakshasa clan? 

It is also a coincidence that Nalan Wushuang and Tie Bowen left after helping Yue Feng 
resist the siege of Qin Tianjian on Shenlong Island. 

After leaving Shenlong Island, Nalan Wushuang, accompanied by Tie Bowen, returned 
to the Nalan family to pay homage to his deceased grandfather and clansmen. Then, 
Nalan Wushuang and Tie Bowen set off to return to the Rakshasa, and returned to 
Mona together. 

Half an hour ago, Nalan Wushuang and Tie Bowen passed by nearby, and when they 
heard another fight, they rushed over to check, only to see Nalan Xinran being besieged 
by the Wudang people. 



Afterwards, Nalan was glad to be unwilling to be captured and wanted to commit suicide 
on the spot. Nalan couldn’t help shouting out of desperation. 

“Auntie!” 

Soon, Nalan Wushuang rushed to the front, looking at Nalan’s happy appearance, his 
heart ached: “Aunt, Wushuang is here, you must hold on, don’t have anything…” 

Said Nalan Wushuang burst into tears. 

She clearly saw that Nalan Xinran’s white dress was full of blood donations, and there 
were several wounds on her body. Her face was extremely pale and miserable. 

Nalan smiled happily and said weakly: “Wushuang, it’s great to see you. Seeing you are 
all right, my aunt is relieved.” 

After speaking, Nalan looked around at Daoren Liang and the elite Wudang disciples. 
Angrily said: “The Wudang faction killed our family and killed them…” 

The last word fell, and Nalan Xinran’s eyes darkened, her delicate body collapsed to the 
ground, and she fainted directly. 
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Nalan Xinran was hurt too badly, but she was thinking about Nalan Wushuang, so she 
had been relying on willpower to support her, and now she saw Nalan Wushuang, 
seeing that she was safe and sound, and her tense spirit relaxed, she would never 
again Can’t stand it anymore. 

“Auntie!” 

Seeing this, Nalan Wushuang cried out, rushed over, hugged Nalan Xinran, and 
hurriedly helped her stop the wound. 

“Auntie, don’t scare me, I’m the only one left with you, hum…” Nalan Wushuang’s voice 
was choked, and she felt extremely uncomfortable. 

Swish! 

Crying, Nalan Wushuang looked at Daoren Liang, his eyes flashing with anger: “You 
hurt my aunt, I want you to die!” The 

voice fell, Nalan Wushuang’s internal strength exploded, and the jade hand raised, and 
a palm hit Daoren Liang. 

“Haha!” 



Seeing Nalan Wushuang calling, Daoren Liang did not panic at all, but instead showed 
a sneer: “Stinky girl, I was looking for you, but you came to the door.” The 

voice fell, and Daoren Liang urged his inner strength. , greeted him with a palm. 

Bang! 

In the blink of an eye, the palms of the two sides collided, and Nalan Wushuang 
groaned, her delicate body trembled, and she staggered back a few steps. 

Daoist Liang remained motionless, as steady as Mount Tai. 

Although Nalan Xinran’s strength has grown by leaps and bounds recently, he is too 
young after all, and Daoist Liang is a Wudang law enforcement elder who has been 
famous for several years. His background is not comparable to Nalan Wushuang. 

“You caused my family to lose the Internet, and I want you to die.” Nalan Wushuang 
quickly adjusted his internal strength, shouted again, and his delicate body rose up and 
came towards Daoist Liang. 

“If you want to die, I will fulfill you.” 

Liang Daoren said coldly with a look of contempt, and went up to meet him again. 

“Wushuang!” 

Seeing this scene, Tie Bowen couldn’t help shouting, and quickly rushed over to stand 
in front of Nalan Wushuang: “Go take care of Auntie, I’ll deal with him.” 

He could see that Nalan Wushuang It is not an opponent of Liang Daoren, and it is 
meaningless to continue to fight. 

call! 

Nalan Wushuang was very unwilling, but looking at Nalan Xinran who was unconscious, 
he nodded and stepped aside to take care of Nalan Xinran. 

“Boy!” 

At this time, Daoren Liang looked at Tie Bowen closely, with a bit of fear in his eyes: 
“For a girl from the Nalan family, do you want to be the enemy of our entire Jiuzhou 
rivers and lakes? The Nalan family colluded with the demons, You are helping her now, 
but have you thought about the consequences?” 

When speaking, Liang Daoren was on guard. 



Back then, in the Nalan Clan, this Rakshasa clan boy, with the sunset bow, severely 
injured the head, which should not be underestimated. 
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“Stop talking nonsense!” 

Tie Bowen was full of contempt: “You hypocrites who claim to be righteous, the Nalan 
family has never colluded with the demons, but your Wudang faction has been 
spreading rumors.” 

“The Nalan family you harmed Destroyed, and now we have to cut the grass and root, 
so rampant, no righteous person will tolerate it.” 

Said, Tie Bowen shouted at the tens of thousands of Rakshasa cavalry: “All the soldiers 
obey the order and exterminate these scumbags.” 

“Kill!” 

Hearing the order, tens of thousands of Rakshasa cavalry let out a thunderous howl, 
urging the horses to rush forward. 

“Ah…” In the 

blink of an eye, dozens of Wudang disciples were besieged in circles, only to hear the 
constant screams, half of them fell in a pool of blood at that time. 

Speaking of which, none of these elite Wudang disciples are weak, but the disparity 
between the two sides admitting defeat is too great. Dozens of people faced the charge 
of tens of thousands of Rakshasa cavalry, no doubt hitting the stone with an egg. 

Mad! 

Seeing this situation, Liang Daoren’s face was extremely gloomy, and his anger rose. 
Staring closely at Tie Bowen, he said, “Very good, you have to meddle with your own 
business, right? Kill my Wudang disciple, and I want you to die.” 

Om! 

The voice fell, and a powerful breath permeated from Daoren Liang, and the long sword 
in his hand drew a cold glow, heading straight for Tie Bowen. 

This sword contains ten layers of Daoist Liang’s skills. It can be clearly seen that the air 
is distorted when the sword’s edge crosses, and the power is amazing. 



“I’m afraid you won’t succeed?” Tie Bowen had no fear, he pulled out his machete and 
attacked. 
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clang clang! 

The machete and the long sword kept colliding, and there was a loud shock. At first, Tie 
Bowen was able to deal with it calmly, but gradually it became unstoppable. 

Speaking of which, Tie Bowen himself is not weak, but the Rakshasa clan’s machete 
swordsmanship is mostly open and close, suitable for the battlefield. The Liang Daoren 
he faced has extremely high attainments in Wudang swordsmanship. 

In this case, fighting alone, Tie Bowen is naturally not an opponent. 

“Boy, just because you want justice for the Nalan family? I’m afraid it’s not enough.” At 
this time, Daoren Liang said coldly, and stabbed again with a sharp sword. 

call! 

Tie Bowen took a deep breath, he didn’t dare to take it hard at that time, so he had to 
dodge backwards. 

Liang Daoren took advantage of the situation to pursue, flipped his left hand, and 
quickly hit with a palm. 

Tie Bowen’s footing was unsteady, and he couldn’t dodge at that time. He could only 
grit his teeth, use his internal strength, and meet him with a palm. 

Bang! 

In an instant, the palms of the two sides collided, and Tie Bowen groaned, his body 
staggered, and he stepped back again and again, his face was a little pale. 

“Ma De!” At this moment, Tie Bowen stabilized his figure, looked at Liang Daoren 
closely, and was furious. 

The strength of this Wudang elder is too strong, it seems that only by activating the 
power of the sunset bow can he be killed. 

“Kid, die!” 

At this moment, Daoren Liang shouted angrily, clenching his long sword and burst out. 



Daoren Liang is not stupid, he knows the power of the Sunset Bow, so naturally he will 
not give Tie Bowen a chance to summon the Sunset Bow. After all, if the other party 
wants to cast the sunset bow, they need to keep a distance, and they only need to fight 
close to each other, and the other party has nothing to do. 

Oops! 

Seeing Daoist Liang erupting again, Tie Bowen frowned and panicked at the time. 

“General!” 

“General, let’s help you.” 

At this critical moment, the surrounding Rakshasa cavalry shouted and rushed up to 
intercept Liang Daoren. 

“Go away!” 

Liang Daoren shouted angrily, his eyes were blood red at this time, and the whole 
person was almost crazy. 

He clearly saw that dozens of elite Wudang disciples fell into a pool of blood one by one 
under the impact of tens of thousands of Rakshasa cavalry, and all died in battle. 

“Death, all to die!” 

In anger, Liang Daoren completely lost his mind and rushed into the crowd of cavalry, 
waving his long sword frantically. For a time, the Rakshasa cavalry turned on their 
backs. 

But this also gave Tie Bowen a chance to breathe. 

At this moment, Tie Bowen took a deep breath, jumped into the air, summoned the 
sunset bow and quickly pulled the bowstring. 

hum! 

In an instant, the power of the scorching sun above his head was madly absorbed, and 
then, a feather arrow condensed out, pierced the heavens and the earth, and went 
straight to Daoist Liang. 

Daoren Liang was so excited that he saw Feather Arrow erupting, his face changed 
suddenly, and his mind became much clearer. 
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Oops, I only care about revenge for my disciples, how can I forget this kid’s sunset bow. 

In panic, Daoren Liang quickly raised his long sword and deployed a protective film in 
front of him. 

boom! 

It was at this moment that the feather arrow burst out and slammed hard on the 
protective film. 

Under the terrifying power raging, the protective film instantly shattered, and Daoren 
Liang let out a wow, a mouthful of blood spurted out, and the whole person was also 
shaken out. 

After flying for more than 100 meters, he landed heavily, and a few mouthfuls of blood 
spurted out at that time. 

“Death!” 

At this moment, dozens of Rakshasa cavalrymen howled one after another, urging the 
horses to rush over, and slashing at Daoist Liang with long knives. 

Puchi puchi… Before 

Daoren Liang could stand firm, he was chopped a few times on his body, and blood was 
dripping in an instant. 

“Ma De!” When the 

severe pain came, Daoren Liang scolded secretly, knowing that he couldn’t fight 
anymore, otherwise, he would also die here. 

Thinking about it, Daoren Liang unwillingly glanced at Nalan Wushuang and Nalan 
Xinran not far away, then clenched the long sword, exerted all his inner strength, and 
waved a sword shadow out. 

hum! 

This sword shadow almost took away all of Liang Daoren’s internal strength, and the 
power was extremely terrifying. The air was suddenly torn apart, and the Rakshasa 
cavalry who rushed up changed their expressions and quickly retreated. 
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Taking this opportunity, Liang Daoren quickly turned around and fled into the distance. 



When everyone came to their senses, Daoren Liang had disappeared into the vast 
mountains. 

“run?” 

At this moment, Tie Bowen snorted coldly and was about to urge the figure to pursue 
him, but his face suddenly turned pale. 

Before on Shenlong Island, when helping Yue Feng to fight against Qin Tianjian, Tie 
Bowen used the Sunset Bow several times, and his internal strength was severely 
depleted, and he has not fully recovered until now. 

And just cast the sunset bow again, although Daoren Liang was severely injured, in his 
condition, he was extremely weak. 

“Brother Bowen!” 

Seeing this, Nalan Wushuang shouted, and quickly ran over to hug Tie Bowen’s arm: 
“How are you… how are you?” 

“It’s okay!” Tie Bowen took a deep breath, shook his head and comforted: “Recently, the 
frequent use of the Sunset Bow has caused serious internal energy consumption, which 
is not a big problem.” 

After speaking, Tie Bowen looked at the direction in which Daoist Liang fled, and was 
very annoyed: “It’s just a pity that this person ran away.” 

Phew! 

Nalan Wushuang breathed a sigh of relief: “This kind of scum will be punished sooner or 
later.” 

Tie Bowen nodded, and then asked, “How is aunt?” After speaking, he couldn’t help but 
look at Nalan Xinran, who was still in a coma. . 

“Aunt has lost too much blood.” Nalan Wushuang bit her lip lightly, unable to hide her 
worry: “Although there is no fear of life, it is also very dangerous if it is not treated in 
time. It’s just that I don’t have much elixir on me.” 

Said After this, Nalan Wushuang’s delicate face was full of worry and self-blame. 

If I had come a moment earlier, my aunt wouldn’t have been hurt so badly. 

“Don’t worry!” 



Seeing her nervous expression, Tie Bowen comforted him: “Let’s rush back to the 
Rakshasa clan as quickly as possible. When the time comes, I will ask the palace 
doctor for treatment, and my aunt will definitely be fine.” 

“Brother Bowen, thank you. You.” Nalan Wushuang was very moved. 

Tie Bowen smiled and comforted a few more words, then led the cavalry and quickly 
rushed towards the Rakshasa. 

Wow…. 

just after walking on the front foot, a group of people appeared on the mountain road not 
far away, and they saw that these people were dressed in strange clothes, each 
carrying a bag and various props hanging from his waist. 

The head of a bald head, bare upper body, showing solid and exploding muscles, faces 
fierce. 

These people are members of the Rat Society. 

Speaking of the Rat Society, I also have some connections with Yue Feng. When Yue 
Feng entered the Holy Sect for the first time, after being framed and falling off the cliff, 
he met the people of the Rat Society. Moreover, the Rat Society was unexpectedly 
before treating Yue Feng at that time. Rescue Liu Xuan. 

At this time, the bald head of the team was named Xu Guangyi, the head of a branch of 
the Rat Club, who was cunning and ruthless. Two days ago, Xu Guangyi inadvertently 
got a treasure map, which showed the location of the treasure. It was deep in the wild 
and strange realm. At that time, Xu Guangyi led his subordinates to the wild and strange 
realm without thinking. Just passing by here at this time. 

“Boss!” 

Soon, a subordinate saw what he found and exclaimed: “Look, there are so many dead 
people.” 

 


